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CORRECTOR

The Corrector

INTEGRATION INTO YOUR SOFTWARE

USE ANTIDOTE DIRECTLY WHERE YOU WRITE.

To correct your text with the Antidote corrector, run it from the software where you are writing. There are several ways
to do this: toolbar, context menu, extension, etc. Or, launch the corrector with the flask at the border of the screen.

CORRECTION PROCESS

CORRECT YOUR TEXT. SIMPLY.

As soon as it opens, the Antidote corrector shows you its detections in the text. Click on the underlined words to see a
tooltip with an explanation. Consult dictionaries or guides as needed. Then approve the correction, and it’s taken care
of!

Find out more

STYLE VIEW

PERFECT YOUR STYLE.

Polish your writing by revising your style. By putting the spotlight on repetitions, turns of phrase, vocabulary, readability
and inclusivity, Antidote helps you lighten your text or enrich it with a more dynamic or inclusive vocabulary.

Find out more

ADVANCED ANALYSIS

EXAMINE YOUR TEXT.

Access a wide range of analysis tools to examine your text from all angles: strong, weak, positive and negative senses,
verb tenses, pragmatic components and even detailed grammatical analysis.

Find out more
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To find out more, select Using with your other software in the drop-down menu of the flask at the border of the screen.➞
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https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-correction-prism/correction-process/handling-a-detection
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-correction-prism/style-view
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-revision-prism


DICTIONARIES

The Dictionaries

COLLECTION OF REFERENCE WORKS

FIND THE RIGHT WORD.

To express your thoughts, you need the right words. Find them thanks to Antidote’s many dictionaries. Help yourself to
definitions, synonyms, antonyms, combinations, the lexical field or even rhymes to find the perfect term.

Find out more

LEXICOGRAPHICAL CONTENT

GO BEYOND THE FIRST SENSE.

In addition to definitions, Antidote presents everything you need to know about a word and more. Discover its sub-
senses, its pronunciation, its pitfalls, its use in expressions, its relative frequency in use, etc.

Find out more

POWERFUL SEARCH

SEARCH EFFICIENTLY.

Looking up a word in the dictionary has never been so easy, fast and powerful. The search feature helps you find even a
misspelled word. Find expressions or combinations by entering multiple words, or identify the object of your quest very
precisely with the many search criteria.

Find out more

GUIDES

The Language Guides

EXPLANATORY TOOLTIP

LEARN FROM YOUR MISTAKES.

Clicking on a tooltip in the corrector will open a language guide on the relevant page, with a clear and concise
description of the rules and exceptions. Understand it all easily with helpful tips and examples.
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https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/presentation
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/dictionary-of-definitions/entries
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/searching


Find out more

NORMS AND CONVENTIONS

DEEPEN YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE LANGUAGE.

Hundreds of articles invite you to explore the richness of English. Adopt best practices for business writing, for the
components of a letter or in writing addresses. Get familiar with the principles that give style to a text and see how
these are applied with the corrector.

Find out more

CUSTOMIZATIONS

Customizations

PERSONAL DICTIONARIES

ADD YOUR WORDS TO ANTIDOTE.

Be it the name of your company, a technical term or an interjection that you like, you can add words unknown to
Antidote to a personal dictionary. The corrector will then be able to recognize them and correct them if necessary. You
can create several personal dictionaries and even share them.

Find out more

CUSTOM RULES

PROGRAM YOUR OWN CORRECTIONS.

Add your own rules to the Antidote corrector and it will underline the words or expressions you wish to avoid, or the
variants you favour when several spellings are possible (e.g., paycheque or pay cheque). You can even program a
correction to replace a term in one click.

Find out more

SETTINGS

ADJUST THE SMALLEST OF DETAILS.

During installation, you tell Antidote what your language region and your level of knowledge of the language are. From
that point on, you can adjust its interventions and customize several aspects of its interface to optimize your writing
and proofreading experience. Even better, you can save multiple presets.

Find out more
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https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-language-guides/general-functions/accessing-the-guides
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-language-guides/presentation
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/customizations/personal-dictionaries
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/customizations/custom-rules
https://www.antidote.info/en/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/settings/why-adjust-the-settings


WHAT'S NEW

Main New Features of Antidote 11

The new edition of the most complete writing assistance software brings an impressive number of improvements that
make it even easier to keep your language in good health. Here are the most important new features. Start exploring
them and enjoying their benefits right away!

REDESIGNED CORRECTOR INTERFACE

The corrector showcases your text with a more user-friendly, airy and functional layout. Hide the panels and add
shortcuts as you wish, allowing you to focus on the text or get the big picture. 
Find out more

MORE ACCURATE AND POWERFUL CORRECTION

For legal text, missing words and forgotten commas, the corrector introduces a new neural correction engine which
adds to the natural intelligence of its computational linguists for more reliable and varied diagnostics. 
Find out more

NEW STYLE CORRECTIONS

Add even more punch to your writing thanks to the detection of new types of wordy constructions. New tooltips even
offer sentence reformulations to apply in one click.
Find out more

CUSTOM RULES

Customize the corrector by adding your own rules. Add alerts to words or phrases you want to avoid, and even
corrections to replace them with in one click.
Find out more

CUSTOM PRESETS

Create custom presets and apply them directly to the corrector depending, for example, on the national variety of the
recipients or the type of publication.
Find out more
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https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-corrector/configure-the-window
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-correction-prism/correction-process
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-corrector/the-correction-prism/the-style-view
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/customizations/custom-rules
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/settings/presets#custom-presets


PRONUNCIATION OF WORDS AND THEIR INFLECTIONS *

Dictionary entries come to life with voices from either side of the Atlantic: hear pronunciations from Toronto and
London, and if your Antidote includes French, Montreal and Paris.
Find out more

HIGHLIGHTING OF PREPOSITIONS

Identify, at a glance, which prepositions go with a word according to its different meanings, thanks to this new feature
that highlights them in the definitions. Nearly 20,000 new examples clearly illustrate the many cases.
Find out more

DICTIONARY OF RHYMES

Easily find the ideal rhyme or smoothest consonance with the new dictionary of rhymes and near-rhymes. Harness the
power of the phonetic engine and filter by frequency, syllables and more.
Find out more

Discover all of Antidote 11’s new features

* With subscription only
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https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/dictionary-of-definitions/details-panel#phonetics-and-pronunciation
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/dictionary-of-definitions/definitions#usual-prepositions
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/documentation/user-guide/the-dictionaries/dictionary-of-rhymes
https://www.antidote.info/en/antidote-11/whats-new
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